
          filmfestival 

beentzau rt submission form 2011

name

street

city/postal code

e-mail

country

phonenumber

website/myspace/blog etc

contact information

i want the following information to be published in the entzaubert programm

website name email tel nr

other information/comments

film title

filmmaker(s)

year of completion

language audio

running time (min/sec)

languages subtitles

country

format

film information

film synopsis

subject / category

queer     diy berlin 



all submitted work will be added to the entzaubert archive unless they are requested to be 
returned.

entzaubert accepts the following formats: avi, mov, dvix, dvd, pal, ntsc 
don‘t send master tapes or the only copy you have!

this form is fillable and saveable in adobe acrobat by „saving as…“.
send your filled out form to entzaubert at gmail Dot com
if you have stills, attach them too.

then send your work and a copy of the entry form before 30 april 2011 to:
J. saragosa 
Bouchéstr. 83
12435 Berlin (Germany)
if you need an extension of the deadline, please contact us via email!

if sending to us from outside europe, then you should write on the customs form: “for 
cultural festival purposes only, no commercial value.”

please do not drop off submissions for us at schwarzer kanal...  they might get lost!

& some more questions*…

are you happy to having your work added to the
entzaubert archives & having it considered for 
other entzaubert screenings (mini entzaubert 
community screenings, film evenings hosted by 
entzaubert at events in various other cities etc)?............

do you consent if (parts of) your work were to be 
published on the entzaubert-blog?......................................

do you consent to the reproduction and copy of your work 
if requested by festival programmers as a preview in 
consideration for their festival?.....................................

do you consent to the reproduction and copy of your work if 
requested by a individual person for private viewing only?

YES NO

*the entry of your film does not depend on yes or no‘s in the answeres of these questions!
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